Pharmacokinetic comparison between the long-term anesthetized, short-term anesthetized and conscious rat models in nasal drug delivery.
To investigate the pharmacokinetic differences between the common nasal delivery models. In three different rat models [long-term anesthetized (with nasal surgery), short-term anesthetized (without nasal surgery) and conscious models], tacrine and loxapine were administered via nasal, intravenous and oral routes, and the plasma pharmacokinetics were compared among different models. Systemic exposures of both drugs and their metabolites were consistently higher in long-term anesthetized model after all routes of administration in comparison to that of conscious model. Nasal bioavailabilities in long-term anesthetized model (tacrine 83%, loxapine 97%) were much higher than that in conscious model (tacrine 10%, loxapine 46%). Further studies on tacrine and its metabolites demonstrated no significant difference in t1/2 between short-term anesthetized and conscious models after all routes of administration; however, long-term anesthetized model showed significantly longer t1/2. Regarding the pharmacokinetic parameters (Cmax, Tmax, AUC, bioavailability) of tacrine and its metabolites, short-term anesthetized model resembled closer to conscious model than long-term anesthetized model. Plasma clearances of tacrine, loxapine, and their metabolites were much slower in the long-term anesthetized model of nasal delivery probably due to suppressed hepatic and renal clearances, while the short-term anesthetized model imposed less impact on tacrine pharmacokinetics and metabolism.